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YP Nashville is a partnership between the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce and more than 40 young 
professional organizations working to engage, connect and empower young professionals to actively shape the 
future of the Nashville region. The goal of YP Nashville is to connect young professionals ages 21 - 40  to 
diverse opportunities for networking, professional development and community involvement.

YP Nashville works to build a stronger network of young professional organizations and provides several ways 
for you to get involved outside of individual memberships. 

How to connect:
Visit www.ypnashville.org for a list of our young professional 
partner organizations, to subscribe to our monthly e-newsletter 
or to view our calendar of upcoming events.

@YPNashville

@ypnashville

facebook.com/YPNashville

Events to attend:

This after-hours networking event showcases our partner organizations and helps match young 
professionals to the right engagement opportunities for them within the Nashville community.

YP Nashville Connect

We host two sessions each year to enhance the professional development of our future 
leaders (you!) by bringing in industry leaders to share their wealth of knowledge covering a 
range of specifically selected topics.

YP Nashville Leadership Series 

The NELAs is our signature event hosted annually to recognize outstanding young 
professionals in the Middle Tennessee region for significant accomplishments in their careers 
and substantial contributions to our community.

Nashville Emerging Leaders Awards (NELAs)

Also hosted annually, this event introduces and recognizes the NELAs finalists as selected by 
a panel of expert judges across 15 industries.

Meet the NELAs

Building the next generation of community leaders.



“YP Nashville is the young professional ecosystem of the Nashville community. From 
YP leaders looking to grow their leadership skills to young professionals new to the 
Nashville area, YP Nashville has the resources for any young professional who is 
looking to be engaged in the Nashville community.”  – Sarah Hannah

YP Nashville Chair and Partner, Bradley LLP
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Nashville’s median age is 36.5
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Population breakdown: Breakdown of Nashville’s 
population by age

For more information, visit YPNashville.org or contact Meredith McKay at 615-743-3019 or mmckay@nashvillechamber.com.

The labor force ages 20 - 34 currently makes up 32% of the 
workforce in the Nashville MSA. As that age cohort progresses, 
it will make up 44.7% of the labor force by 2025.
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